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BRICK HOUSE BLUE

Dublin, OH   ⁄   9,000 sq. ft.

Kimball

BRANDS INCLUDED



Brick House Blue is a dynamic 
space where teams, individuals, 
and organizations can discover, 
build, and grow. 

Brick House Blue offers the perfect space for coworking, team workshops, strategy sessions, speaking 

engagements, and networking events. The purpose of their space is to be a home away from home that 

empowers teams to break away from the everyday and be inspired to think outside the box. 

The owners wanted the space to feel relaxed and non-corporate, yet still professional. They were looking for  

a modern aesthetic that mixed work spaces with casual areas, so they could offer their guests the opportunity 

to choose how they want to work. The owners not only wanted to offer closed office space for lease, but 

also wanted to be able to offer more open environment, non-assigned spaces and “think tank” areas that 

corporate clients could use for off-site meetings and events.  

Kimball International collaborated with the design firm, WSA Studio, and the owners of Brick House Blue 

early in the process to design solutions that would meet the goals of the new space, while providing a modern 

aesthetic that would be inviting and rich in design. In doing so, they chose tables with a height adjust feature 

that gives the users the option to choose how they wanted to work in those touch down areas. They also 

provided an extremely comfortable seating solution by using rich color tones that made the space feel warm 

and welcoming to all who occupied it. 

PRODUCTS SHOWN

Bloom® Lounge and Tables   ⁄   Joelle™ Table   ⁄   Joya™ Task Seating   ⁄   Xsede® Height Adjust



The open environment area was furnished with comfortable lounge chairs 

that provided a unique arrangement for casual meeting space while also 

promoting collaboration. Kimball International successfully achieved the 

inviting design by using colors that declared a statement of warmth but 

added a bold pop of color that provided cohesiveness to the setting.

PRODUCTS SHOWN

Joya™ Task Seating   ⁄   KORE® Table   ⁄   Xsede® Height Adjust 

Footprint® Casegoods

PRODUCTS SHOWN

Bloom® Lounge and Tables   ⁄   Joya™ Task Seating   ⁄   Xsede® Height Adjust 

Priority™ Workstations

PRODUCTS SHOWN

Pose™ Lounge   ⁄   Nash™ Side Chairs   ⁄   Bloom® Table   ⁄   Villa™ Lounge   ⁄   Dock® Meeting Table



PRODUCTS SHOWN ABOVE PRODUCTS SHOWN BELOW PRODUCTS SHOWN PRODUCTS SHOWN

Nash™ Side Chairs   ⁄   Villa™ Lounge   ⁄   Dock® Meeting Table Pose™ Lounge   ⁄   Poly™ Seating   ⁄   Bloom® Lounge Xsede® Height Adjust   ⁄   Footprint® Casegoods Poly™ Seating   ⁄   Dock® Training Tables
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